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Chapter 1: Introduction

This section contains the following topics:

- About Remote Operations Suite (see page 7)
- Distributed Concepts in the Remote Operations Suite (see page 9)
- Management Visibility in a Remote Operations Environment (see page 11)

About Remote Operations Suite

Remote Operations Suite is the remotely deployed component of a CA Spectrum remote deployment. Remote Operations Suite is a stand-alone CA Spectrum management system that delivers all the standard CA Spectrum management capabilities. These capabilities include traditional fault-tolerant CA Spectrum management.

Remote Operations Suite supports operations in remote or mobile tactical environments. The remote component communicates with a designated Central SPECTRUM server to deliver real-time, or on-demand network topology. Remote Operations Suite also delivers the operational status of the managed remote site, mobile network over unreliable, or limited bandwidth communication links.

Note: In the environments where higher-speed communications links are more readily available, deploy the traditional CA Spectrum distributed architecture.

Remote Operations Suite performs the following functions:

- Enables the network manager at the remote or mobile site to manage the local network infrastructure
- Delivers all the standard CA Spectrum management capabilities (for example, network discovery, root cause analysis, impact analysis, alarming/alerting)
- Connects to another CA Spectrum deployment situated in global network operations or central command to deliver real-time inventory and operational status of the remote network
- Enables an administrator to determine the information that the remote site sends to the central site to be low-impact on the limited bandwidth (and often costly) communications links
The following architecture shows the Remote Operations Suite deployment:

Note: Remote Operations Suite uses the OneClick Console. For more information about OneClick, see the Operator Guide.

Remote Operations Suite includes the following components:

Remote Operations Server

Is the remotely deployed CA Spectrum installation of a Remote Operations Suite deployment. The Remote Operations Server is a lightweight, stand-alone CA Spectrum Management system that performs traditional fault tolerant CA Spectrum management, including fault management and root cause analysis for the network it manages. The Remote Operations Server communicates with its designated Central SPECTRUM Server through the installed Remote Operations Connector component. This architecture enables the delivery of network topology and operational alarm status over unreliable or limited bandwidth communication links.

Central SPECTRUM Server

The Remote Operations Manager component on the Central SPECTRUM Server communicates with the Remote Operations Connector component on all connected Remote Operations Servers. The remote server instructs connectors to forward all current topology data. Each Remote Operations Connector component receives the requested information and returns the topology data to the Remote Operations Manager component on the Central SPECTRUM Server, where the topology is modeled in the database.

**Distributed Concepts in the Remote Operations Suite**

The distributed capability of a Remote Operations Suite environment differs from the distributed capability of a traditional CA Spectrum environment. Remote Operations Suite has unique features to support distributed deployments.

A traditional CA Spectrum Distributed SpectroSERVER (DSS) environment deploys multiple CA Spectrum servers, which are sometimes referred to as SpectroSERVERs or landscapes. Each SpectroSERVER manages a different portion of the network. In this environment, you can see a combined or rolled-up view of the entire network using the OneClick Console as an aggregation point. OneClick provides monitoring and administration capabilities for each CA Spectrum server in the distributed environments. You can also designate primary and secondary CA Spectrum servers for the fault tolerance.
Remote Operations Suite also lets you deploy multiple Remote Operations Servers to manage a set of remote or mobile network devices. You can configure each Remote Operations Server to forward inventory information (for example, device and interface information) and the associated alarm data to a designated primary Central SPECTRUM Server. The primary Central SPECTRUM Server acts as the aggregation point for multiple Remote Operations Servers. Administrators at the central site have access to all of the information that has been forwarded from the Remote Operations Servers, by viewing each one on the primary Central SPECTRUM Server.

Fault tolerance features are also supported in a distributed Remote Operations configuration. You can configure each Remote Operations Server to connect to both a primary Central SPECTRUM Server and a backup Central SPECTRUM Server. All topology and alarm data is forwarded to the primary Central SPECTRUM Server. If the connection to the primary central SPECTRUM server is lost, the Remote Operations Server automatically sends a full topology and alarm update to the designated backup Central SPECTRUM Server. The Remote Operations Server then begins forwarding alarm information to the backup server. Once the connection to the primary Central SPECTRUM Server is restored, data forwarding to the backup Central SPECTRUM Server stops. The Remote Operations Server sends a full topology and alarm update to the primary Central SPECTRUM Server, and normal alarm forwarding resumes.
The following diagram shows a distributed Remote Operations deployment:

Management Visibility in a Remote Operations Environment

When a Remote Operations Server manages a network asset directly, you have access to all information that has been gathered about the device, regardless of the various methods CA Spectrum uses to collect that information. Direct management is therefore equivalent to management by a traditional CA Spectrum server. A difference appears in the available management data when the device is managed by a Remote Operations Server, but the information is viewed from a connected Central SPECTRUM Server.

When a Remote Operations Server forwards its topology to a designated Central SPECTRUM Server, the devices are represented in the Central SPECTRUM Server as “lightweight” models. Viewed locally by operators using the Remote Operations Server, the same models are “complete” models, providing complete local visibility. But the Central SPECTRUM Server only displays the essential information about these devices. You can still clearly identify the managed devices and their subcomponents. In addition, all alarms impacting the managed assets can be transferred from the Remote Operations Server to the Central SPECTRUM Server.
Less information is available from the Central SPECTRUM Server because Remote Operations Suite must operate over low-speed, unreliable connections. The communications that occur between the Remote Operations Server and the Central SPECTRUM Server are therefore optimized to conserve bandwidth.

The Remote Operations Server communicates only the information that is required to provide the Central SPECTRUM Server with a real-time view of its managed topology and operational alarm state.
Chapter 2: Setting Up Remote Operations Suite

This section contains the following topics:

Install the Remote Operations Suite (see page 13)
Configure the Remote Operations Server (see page 17)
Fault Tolerance (see page 21)

Install the Remote Operations Suite

Installing Remote Operations Servers resembles the procedure for installing CA Spectrum. The installers are similar. However, a few additional steps are required.

Designating a Main Location Server is required as part of the installation. Be sure to read Selecting a Main Location Server (see page 16) before you begin the installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the installation on Windows, Linux, or Solaris.  
   The Install dialog opens.
2. Select the Install CA Spectrum option.  
   The Introduction dialog opens.
3. Click Next to proceed.  
   The License Agreement dialog opens.
4. Scroll through and read the license agreement, accept the agreement, and click Next.  
   The Destination Host dialog opens.
5. Enter the name of the host system where you are installing CA Spectrum and click Next.  
   The SRAdmin Authentication dialog opens.

Note: If the 'Unable to connect to CA Spectrum Remote Administration Daemon (SRAdmin)' dialog appears, install SRAdmin before continuing with the installation. To install SRAdmin, click Install on this dialog.
6. Enter a username and password as follows, and click Next:

   ■ For a Solaris or Linux installation, enter a username with root access. Or, you can use a sudoers file for root permissions.

      Note: If you have root access when starting this installation, you are not prompted for a user name and password.

   ■ For a Windows installation, enter a username that has Administrator rights, and verify the domain name (if applicable).

   The Destination Location dialog opens.

7. Click Next to install CA Spectrum in the default directory. The default directory is C:\win32app\SPECTRUM on Windows and /usr/SPECTRUM on Solaris and Linux.

   To install in a location other than the default directory, click Choose, select a location, and click Next.

   The installer reports that it is extracting installation information.

   The Select Destination Language dialog opens.

8. Select one of the supported languages to install in addition to English, and click Next.

   Localized CsEvFormat, CsPCause and EventTables will be installed for the selected language.

   The Select Options dialog opens.

9. Select Remote Operations Server as the Installation Type.

10. Select to install both the SpectroSERVER and OneClick from the list, and click Next.

    Important! The Connector must be installed on a system with both OneClick and the SpectroSERVER installed.

    The Host Evaluation dialog opens.

11. Scroll down to verify that no warnings appear, and click Next to proceed.

    The CA Spectrum Installation Owner dialog opens.

12. Enter a username and password, and click Next. This username is used to create the initial CA Spectrum user (for the SpectroSERVER) and becomes the installation owner. For a OneClick installation, the username also determines the SpectroSERVERs to which the OneClick web server connects.

    For more information, see the Installation Guide.
Note: For first-time installations, the default CA Spectrum password for the installation owner is spectrum.

Important! When installing OneClick, be sure to specify a CA Spectrum username to which the administrative license is associated. This user needs access to all models in CA Spectrum (ADMIN access). We recommend that you specify the installation owner that you specified during the SpectroSERVER installations. This user must also exist on the installation host and does not have to be a Windows administrative user.

The Main Location Server dialog opens.

Important! Be sure to read Selecting a Main Location Server (see page 16) before you select a server. For more information about location servers and the Main Location Server, see the Distributed SpectroSERVER Administrator Guide.

13. Enter a hostname for the Main Location Server and click Next. The Main Location Server should be installed on a separate server.

Note: CA Spectrum must be able to resolve the hostname, regardless of whether you provide a fully qualified hostname.

The Web Server Port Number dialog shows the default value.

14. (Optional) Enter a port number other than the default, and click Next.

Note: The default port is 80 for Windows and 8080 for Solaris and Linux.

Important! During a typical SpectroSERVER installation, you are prompted to supply a landscape handle. The Remote Operations Server installation does not prompt for this value. Instead, the installer supplies a default value of 16. In some situations, multiple SpectroSERVERs are deployed with the Remote Operations Server. You can then change the landscape handles of selected SpectroSERVERs. For more information, see Set the Landscape Handle for the SpectroSERVER (see page 16).

15. Click Next.

The Review Settings dialog opens.

16. Scroll down to ensure all the settings are what you selected and click Next.

The Installing CA Spectrum dialog appears. After CA Spectrum is installed, the status changes to 'Installation successful,' and the Next button is enabled.

17. Click Next.

The Installation Complete dialog opens.

18. Click Done.

The configuration dialog appears for a brief moment and closes.

CA Spectrum is configured for your system.

19. Click Close on the initial Install dialog. Log out, and log back in.

CA Spectrum is installed.

Next, you must Configure the Remote Operations Connector (see page 17).
Set the Landscape Handle for the SpectroSERVER

The Landscape Handle dialog that prompts you during CA Spectrum installation does not appear during Remote Operations Server installation. Instead, the handle setting for the SpectroSERVER defaults to 16. To use a different value for the landscape handle, you must set it. Unique landscape handles are crucial if you are configuring a distributed SpectroSERVER environment. Use the default handle setting for Multiple Remote Operations Servers if a Remote Operations Server does not report to another Remote Operations Server as its MLS.

Landscape handles can be assigned by using a utility named lh_set.

Important! Run the lh_set utility before you run the SpectroSERVER for the first time. Otherwise, CA Spectrum assigns a default landscape handle that is the same every time that CA Spectrum assigns it. As a result, duplicate landscape handles can be created when multiple landscapes are configured. Such landscapes can never be accessed simultaneously from the same application.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the SS directory.
2. Enter the following command:
   ```bash
   ../SS-Tools/lh_set <landscape handle>
   ```
   You can specify the new landscape handle in either decimal or hexadecimal notation. If you use decimal notation, the lh_set utility converts your entry into a hexadecimal landscape handle.

Note: For more information, see the Installation Guide.

Selecting a Main Location Server

During Remote Operations Suite installation, you are prompted to select a Main Location Server. The main location server (MLS) is the primary SpectroSERVER used to coordinate the information and events from all other SpectroSERVERs connected in a DSS environment. Typically, a Remote Operations Server deployment does not use the same architecture as a typical DSS deployment.

In a Remote Operations Suite deployment, select the Remote Operations Server as the Main Location Server.

Important! Do not select the designated primary Central SPECTRUM Server as the MLS.

The Remote Operations Server OneClick points to the Remote Operations SpectroSERVER as the MLS. The interactivity to the full CA Spectrum environment comes from configuring the Remote Operations Server Connector on the server VNM model to point to a SpectroSERVER in the standard CA Spectrum environment.
If your environment uses Remote Operations Servers in a DSS deployment, select your MLS, but in such a case, the MLS should not be one of your Full Production SpectroSERVERs.

**Configure the Remote Operations Server**

As soon as the installation completes and you have logged out of the server and logged back in, you are ready to enable the Remote Operations Connector component. This component links the Remote Operations Server to the Remote Operations Manager on the Central SPECTRUM Server. Configure the Remote Operations Connector with the information required to send the topology and alarm information to the Central SPECTRUM Server.

**Follow these steps:**

1. Log in to the OneClick server that is associated with the Remote Operations Suite deployment.
2. Launch the CA Spectrum Control Panel.
3. Start the SpectroSERVER process, which is equivalent to starting the Remote Operations Suite.
4. In OneClick, locate the new Remote Operations Server in the Explorer tab of the Navigation panel.
5. Expand the landscape, and expand the Universe.
6. Select the Virtual Network Manager (VNM) model.
   - Information about the VNM model appears in the Component Detail panel.
   - We recommend configuring the Connector parameters in the following order:
     a. **Topology Forwarding** (see page 17)
     b. **Alarm Forwarding** (see page 19)
     c. **Central SPECTRUM Server - General** (see page 20)

**Configure Topology Forwarding**

The Remote Operations Connector provides a representation of all modeling data in the Universe hierarchy of the associated Remote Operations Server. The Universe hierarchy includes containers, devices, ports, and applications. The Remote Operations Connector sends the topology information to the Remote Operations Manager component of the Central SPECTRUM Server. By default, the entire network topology under the Universe hierarchy is forwarded.
Configure the topology forwarding feature to selectively forward topology components. You can designate the components of the network topology that you want the Remote Operations Connector to forward to the Central SPECTRUM Server.

**Follow these steps:**

1. Locate the Remote Operations Connector configurations as described in *Configure the Remote Operations Server* (see page 17) and expand the Topology Forwarding subview.

   The Topology Forwarding configuration options display.

2. Click set next to Hierarchy and select the aspects of the selected Remote Operations Server hierarchy you want to forward to the Central SPECTRUM Server:
   - Entire Universe hierarchy (including all containers)
   - Devices Only
   
   The selected value displays next to Hierarchy.

3. Click set next to Device Sub-Components and select the Remote Operations Server subcomponents to forward to the Central SPECTRUM Server:
   - All Device Sub-Components (ports and applications)
   - Interfaces Only
   - Applications Only

   **Note:** Remote Operations Connector always forwards all device models to the Central SPECTRUM Server. To forward alarms on port and application models to the Central SPECTRUM Server, configure the Remote Operations Connector to forward these models as well. For example, if only device and interface models are sent to the Central SPECTRUM Server, then only device and interface alarms are forwarded. Alarms on application models are not forwarded.

   The selected value appears next to Device Sub-Components.

   **Note:** Do not click Update Remote Operations Topology after an initial configuration of the product. The Remote Operations Server's topology data is sent to the Central SPECTRUM Server once you establish the initial connection.

   Topology forwarding is configured.

**More information:**

*Update Remote Operations Server Topology Data* (see page 24)
Configure Alarm Forwarding

The Remote Operations Servers generates the alarms. The alarms are forwarded to the Remote Operations Manager component on the Central SPECTRUM Server by the Remote Operations Connector.

Configure the alarm forwarding feature to specify the severity of alarms that should be forwarded to the Central SPECTRUM Server. You can also filter alarm forwarding, which is based on alarm probable cause IDs. The Remote Operations Connector only forwards alarms that are configured for sending to the Central SPECTRUM Server. Any alarm that does not match the alarm forwarding filter is not forwarded.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the Remote Operations Connector configurations as described in Configure the Remote Operations Server (see page 17) and expand the Alarm Forwarding subview.

   The Alarm Forwarding configuration options display.

2. Click the set link and select Yes, to select which alarm severities to send to the Central SPECTRUM Server. By default, the critical, major, minor, and maintenance alarm severity options are enabled.

   The value of each alarm displays next to the alarm.

   **Note:** Suppressed, maintenance, and initial conditions on CA Spectrum models typically do not generate actual alarms. Fewer alarms improve the performance of the SpectroSERVER process during network outages. The forwarding of suppressed, maintenance, or initial alarms by the Remote Operations Server results in the generation of these alarms in the SpectroSERVER. Verify that the alarms have been generated by opening the Alarm Management subview of the VNM model. Examine the Disable Initial Alarms, Disable Suppressed Alarms, and Disable Maintenance Alarms settings. These alarm management attributes must be set to “No” to enable alarms of that severity to be forwarded by the Remote Operations Server.

3. Click Add under the Probable Cause Filter option to specify any alarm probable cause codes to forward to the Central SPECTRUM Server.

   The Add dialog appears.

4. Enter the probable cause code in the Enter PCause ID field and click OK.

   The probable cause code displays in the Probable Cause Filter list.

   **Note:** If any probable cause codes are listed in the Probable Cause Filter list, then only alarms that match a probable cause ID in that list are forwarded to the Central SPECTRUM Server. All others are not forwarded. If the Probable Cause Filter list is empty, then no filtering of alarms that are based on probable cause code is performed.

   Alarm forwarding is configured.

**Note:** For more information about alarms, see the Event Configuration User Guide.
Configure and Connect to the Central SPECTRUM Server

Configure each Remote Operations Connector with the name of the Central SPECTRUM Server host to connect to the Central SPECTRUM Server. The Remote Operations Connector requires information about where to forward alarm and topology data.

**Note:** Alarm forwarding must be configured before you set the primary and backup Central SPECTRUM Server hostnames.

**Follow these steps:**

1. Locate the Remote Operations Connector configurations as described in Configure the Remote Operations Connector (see page 17) and expand the General subview.
   
   The General configuration options display.

2. Verify that the Remote Operations Server ID is correct. (The Remote Operations Server ID defaults to the local server name). If it is not correct, click set, enter the correct Remote Operations Server ID, and press Enter.
   
   The Remote Operations Server ID displays next to Remote Operations Server ID.

3. (Optional) Click set next to Backup Central SPECTRUM Server Host Name to enter the hostname of a backup Central SPECTRUM Server, and press Enter.
   
   **Note:** This hostname must not be the fully qualified hostname.
   
   The backup hostname displays next to Backup Central SPECTRUM Server Host Name.

4. Click set next to Primary Central SPECTRUM Server Host Name, enter the hostname of the primary Central SPECTRUM Server, and press Enter.
   
   **Note:** This hostname must not be the fully qualified hostname. The server that you designate as the Primary Central SPECTRUM Server can be the MLS. For more information, see Selecting a Main Location Server (see page 16). Make sure that the Remote Operations Server ID matches the Remote Operations Server local machine name.
   
   The primary hostname displays next to Primary Central SPECTRUM Server Host Name.

   **Important!** Initial topology and alarm data are immediately sent to the Central SPECTRUM Server once the primary Central SPECTRUM Server hostname is set. Set the primary Central SPECTRUM Server hostname last.
   
   Subsequent topology updates occur only when contact with the Central SPECTRUM Server is reestablished after a disconnect, or with an on-demand topology update (see page 24).
Fault Tolerance

If primary and backup Central SPECTRUM Server host names are defined, the Remote Operations Server automatically starts forwarding topology and alarm information to the backup server if the connection to the primary server goes down. When this switchover happens, a full topology and alarm update is sent to the backup server and normal alarm forwarding begins.

**Note:** Be sure that the primary and backup Central SPECTRUM Servers are already in a fault tolerant environment before defining the host names for these servers.

Once the connection to the primary server is restored, the Remote Operations Server stops sending data to the backup server, a full topology, and alarm update is sent to the primary server, and normal alarm forwarding resumes.

**Note:** Manually clear the residual alarms. Delete any unnecessary RemoteOperationsManagedElement models that exist in the backup server after the Remote Operations Server stops forwarding data to it.
Chapter 3: Using Remote Operations Suite

This chapter assumes that you are the administrator at your central site, using the Central SPECTRUM Server.

This section contains the following topics:

- View Remote Operations Server Information (see page 23)
- Update Remote Operations Server Topology Data (see page 24)
- RemoteOperationsManagedElement Model Type (see page 26)
- Search for Models (see page 27)
- Device Management (see page 28)
- Fault Isolation (see page 28)

View Remote Operations Server Information

View information that is related to the connected Remote Operations Servers and subcomponents, from the Remote Operations Manager component on the Central SPECTRUM Server.

Follow these steps:

   Remote Operations Servers currently connected display.
2. Expand each Remote Operations Server to reveal its subcomponent hierarchy.
Information and alarm data associated with the selected Remote Operations Server or Remote Operations subcomponent display in the Contents and Component Detail panels.

**Update Remote Operations Server Topology Data**

The Remote Operations Connector does not keep the Central SPECTRUM Server up to date with topology and modeling changes that occur on the Remote Operations Server. The Remote Operations Connector forwards topology data to the Central SPECTRUM Server only when an initial connection to the Central SPECTRUM Server is made and when the connection is reestablished after a disconnect.

You can also manually update the Remote Operations Server topology data at any time, and instruct the Remote Operations Server or Remote Operations Servers, to send the topology data to the Central SPECTRUM Server.

**Note:** Each time the topology data is updated, if the Model_Name of any models in the Remote Operations Server has changed, the corresponding lightweight Remote Operations models are also updated. Each time the topology data is updated, the alarm status for all newly-forwarded and existing managed elements is also updated.
**To update topology data for all connected Remote Operations Servers**

2. Select the Information tab in the Component Detail panel and expand the Configuration subview. The Update Remote Operations Topology button is displayed.
4. Click Yes to start the Remote Operations Topology Update. The Start Remote Operations Topology Update dialog displays if the Remote Operations topology update was successful.
5. Click OK. The topology data is updated for all connected Remote Operations Servers.

**To update topology data for a single Remote Operations Server**

1. Expand the Remote Operations Manager node in the Navigation panel. All connected Remote Operations Servers display.
2. Select the single Remote Operations Server for which the topology data should be updated. Information displays in the Contents panel.
3. Select the Information tab in the Component Detail panel and expand the Configuration subview. The Update Remote Operations Topology button is displayed.
5. Click Yes to start the Remote Operations Topology Update. The Start Remote Operations Topology Update dialog displays if the Remote Operations topology update was successful.
6. Click OK. The topology data is updated for the selected Remote Operations Server.
You can also update the topology data for a single Remote Operations Server from the computer where that Remote Operations Server resides.

To update topology data for a single Remote Operations Server on the machine where the Remote Operations Server resides

1. Select the Remote Operations Server for which the topology data should be updated in the Navigation panel.
   Information displays in the Contents panel.
2. Select the Information tab in the Component Detail panel and expand the Configuration subview.
   The Update Remote Operations Topology button is displayed.
3. Click Update Remote Operations Topology.
   The Start Remote Operations Topology Update dialog opens.
4. Click Yes to start the Remote Operations Topology Update.
   The Start Remote Operations Topology Update dialog displays if the Remote Operations topology update was successful.
5. Click OK.
   The topology data is updated for the selected Remote Operations Server.

RemoteOperationsManagedElement Model Type

The Central SPECTRUM Server can discover any or all managed network elements in the Universe hierarchy of the Remote Operations Server.

The Central SPECTRUM Server stores all of the Remote Operations-related data in the modeling database. It uses the model type RemoteOperationsManagedElement to model all network entities that are managed by a Remote Operations Server. All subcomponent relationships between two RemoteOperationsManagedElement models (for example, a "port" being a subcomponent of a "device") are modeled in the CA Spectrum database as associations, using the RemoteOperationsContains relation.

The RemoteOperationsManagedElement model type contains the following attributes:

RemoteOperationsServerId
   Identifies the Remote Operations Server where the RemoteOperationsManagedElement is stored.

RemoteOperationsServerModelHandle
   Identifies the RemoteOperationsManagedElement in its associated Remote Operations Server, using a unique model handle.
RemoteOperationsServerModelName

Identifies the model name given to the element inside the Remote Operations Server.

RemoteOperationsServerModelType

Identifies the model type used to model the element inside the Remote Operations Server.

You can copy and paste a RemoteOperationsManagedElement model anywhere in CA Spectrum's topology views (Universe, World, or TopOrg), to arrange your network containment.

Search for Models

Search for models if you do not know the exact hierarchy where a particular model exists.

Follow these steps:

2. Double-click All Remote Operations Managed Elements.
   All of the models for the managed elements display in the Contents panel.
   All of the server models display in the Contents panel.
4. To search for managed elements that are based on the model name of the managed element or by the server name on which it resides, expand Remote Operations Managed Elements By and do the following actions:
   - Double-click Remote Operations Model Name to search by the name of the model.
   - Double-click Remote Operations Server to search by the name of the Remote Operations Server on which it resides.
   The Search dialog opens.
5. Enter the model name for the managed element, and click OK.
6. Enter the server name for the managed element, and click OK.
   The managed element displays in the Contents panel.

Note: Click Landscapes to specify the landscapes from which OneClick exports data in a distributed environment. Move the landscapes whose data you want to export data into Show Landscapes. Move any landscapes whose data you do not want to export into Hide Landscapes in the Landscape Filter.
Device Management

Remote Operations Suite limits the number of models that can be created in a CA Spectrum database. Specifically, the Remote Operations Server is limited to managing 100 device models. As a result the Remote Operations Server is limited to managing 100 network devices. The 100 device limit includes device models that have an IP address and are derived from the device model type. Devices that are modeled as hosts or as pingables are not included in this limit.

You can determine whether the Remote Operations Server can manage all of your device models using some simple arithmetic.

Example: 590 Devices

This example shows how the Remote Operations Server can manage 590 devices:

A customer network comprises 10 routers, 60 switches, 10 firewalls, 10 devices that CA Spectrum has automatically modeled using the Generic SNMP Device (GnSNMPDev) model type, approximately 500 servers and workstations, and many other devices CA Spectrum has modeled using the “pingable” device model type.

In this example, the models that would be included in the device limit would total only 90. The 10 routers, 60 switches, 10 firewalls, and the 10 devices that are modeled with GnSNMPDev would be included. The 500 workstations and servers and the other devices that are modeled as pingables do not affect the 100 device limit.

Fault Isolation

If the Central SPECTRUM Server loses contact with a Remote Operations Server, it generates a red alarm on the corresponding Remote Operations Server model. All RemoteOperationsManagedElement models that are associated with the disconnected Remote Operations Server model display a suppressed (gray) condition, indicating that their status is unknown.
The Central SPECTRUM Server cannot manage the RemoteOperationsManagedElement models in a suppressed state. When the Central SPECTRUM Server reestablishes contact with the Remote Operations Server, the red alarm is cleared. The state of all corresponding RemoteOperationsManagedElement models is reevaluated.

By default, the Central SPECTRUM Server waits for 30 seconds for a keepalive signal, or heartbeat, from the Remote Operations Server before generating the red alarm. You can change this default setting using the following parameter in the ".vnmrc" file of the Central SPECTRUM Server:

ros_heartbeat_timeout

Specifies the maximum number of seconds the Remote Operations Manager waits for a heartbeat from the Remote Operations Server, before a contact lost alarm is raised. This parameter must be configured on Central SPECTRUM Server.

The heartbeat parameter has the following format:

    ros_heartbeat_timeout=# of seconds

Default: 30 seconds

Note: When contact with a Remote Operations Server is lost, the previously existing alarms on all RemoteOperationsManagedElement models still appear in the OneClick Alarms tab.
Chapter 4: Alarms

This section contains the following topics:

Remote Operations Alarms (see page 31)
View Remote Operations-Related Alarms (see page 33)
Remote Operations Forwarding Events (see page 35)

Remote Operations Alarms

When the Remote Operations Server forwards an alarm to the Central SPECTRUM Server, it includes two important pieces of information: the title of the alarm, and the actual text of the event that prompted alarm generation.

The restrictions of tactical deployments and geography can mean that the version of CA Spectrum that is installed and running on the Remote Operations Server is slightly different from the version that is running on the Central SPECTRUM Server. In such a case, the two servers do not have the same fault detection intelligence. Therefore, the Central SPECTRUM Server lacks the alarm support files. The alarm support files are required to generate the identical alarm type as was generated on the Remote Operations Server.

To ensure the Central SPECTRUM Server handles all alarm types that the Remote Operations Server sends, the Central SPECTRUM Server uses a set of Remote Operations-specific alarm types. One alarm type for each alarm severity. When an alarm is forwarded from the Remote Operations Server, the Central SPECTRUM Server generates the appropriate Remote Operations-specific alarm, which is based on the severity of the forwarded alarm.

This generic alarm is displayed in the OneClick Alarms tab like all other alarms. Instead of displaying a generic alarm title, the Alarm Details tab displays the title of the alarm that was forwarded from the Remote Operations Server. In addition, the Central SPECTRUM Server appends the actual event text that is forwarded from the Remote Operations Server to the event that generates the forwarded alarm. This event text is also displayed in the Alarm Details tab, like all other event text.

Example: Alarm Title

This example shows an alarm title from the Remote Operations Server:

DEVICE HAS STOPPED RESPONDING TO POLLS
Example: Probable Cause Text

This example shows the body of the Remote Operations critical alarm probable cause:

CRITICAL ALARM ON REMOTE OPERATIONS-MANAGED ELEMENT
SYMPTOMS:
A critical alarm for this Remote Operations-managed element has been forwarded to SPECTRUM from a SPECTRUM Remote Operations Server.
PROBABLE CAUSES:
A critical alarm for this Remote Operations-managed element has been forwarded to SPECTRUM from a SPECTRUM Remote Operations Server.
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
1) Check the event associated with this alarm for more details.

Example: Actual Event Text

In the following example, the event that is associated with the alarm displays the actual event text that was generated in the Remote Operations Server:

{d "%w - %d %m - %Y - %T"} - A critical alarm has been forwarded to SPECTRUM from SPECTRUM Remote Operations Server TEAM_A. See below for alarm details:
{d "%w - %d %m - %Y - %T"} - Device Router1 of type Rtr_Cisco has stopped responding to polls and/or external requests. An alarm will be generated. (event [{e}]) (event [{e}])
The following image shows each part of the alarm as it appears in the OneClick Console:

**Note:** For more information about alarms, see the *Event Configuration User Guide*.

**View Remote Operations-Related Alarms**

You can view the Remote Operations-related alarms on all models in the Remote Operations hierarchy.

**Important!** Configure the Remote Operations Connector on each Remote Operations Server to forward alarms to the Central SPECTRUM Server. For more information about forwarding alarms to the Central SPECTRUM Server, see *Configure Alarm Forwarding* (see page 19).

To view only the Remote Operations-related alarms on the Central SPECTRUM Server, select the Remote Operations Manager model in the Explorer tab of the Navigation panel. Click the Alarms tab in the Contents panel.
View Remote Operations-Related Alarms

Information such as alarm symptoms and possible alarm causes displays in the Contents and Component Detail panels for all models in the Remote Operations hierarchy.

### Note:
If the topology data on the Central SPECTRUM Server is not synchronized with the topology data on the Remote Operations Server or subcomponent, the alarm data does not update. Perform an on-demand Topology synchronization to ensure that your topology and alarm data is current. For more information about synchronizing alarm data, see [Update Remote Operations Server Topology Data](#) (see page 24).
Remote Operations Forwarding Events

When an alarm is forwarded to the Central SPECTRUM Server for processing, a Remote Operations Forwarding Event is generated on the corresponding lightweight Remote Operations model (RemoteOperationsManagedElement). The Remote Operations Forwarding Event contains the following varbinds:

**RemoteOperationsServerId**
Identifies the Remote Operations Server where the RemoteOperationsManagedElement is stored.

**RemoteOperationsServerModelHandle**
Identifies the RemoteOperationsManagedElement in its associated Remote Operations Server, using a unique model handle.

**RemoteOperationsServerEventCode**
Identifies the standardized CA Spectrum event/alarm code for the event.

**RemoteOperationsServerEventSeverity**
Identifies the severity of the event/alarm. Possible values include critical, major, minor, maintenance, suppressed, initial, and message.

**RemoteOperationsServerEventType**
Identifies the type of event. Possible values include message, alarm_set, and alarm_cleared.

**RemoteOperationsServerEventCommentData**
Displays a textual description of the event that caused an alarm to be generated or cleared.

**RemoteOperationsServerEventTitle**
Identifies the textual title (abstract) of the alarm.

**Note:** CA Spectrum does not log the Remote Operations Forwarding Event. CA Spectrum applies event rules to the Remote Operations Forwarding Event that determine the type of alarm or message event that is generated and logged. These event rules are stored in the following file: <$SPECROOT>/SS/CsVendor/Spectrum_ROS/EventDisp.
Remote Operations Alarming Events

A Remote Operations Forwarding Event is mapped to the Remote Operations Alarming Event by the event rules if the value of the RemoteOperationsServerEventType varbind is equal to "alarm_set". The following types of Remote Operations Alarming Events are defined:

- Remote Operations Critical Alarm Event
- Remote Operations Major Alarm Event
- Remote Operations Minor Alarm Event
- Remote Operations Maintenance Alarm Event
- Remote Operations Suppressed Alarm Event
- Remote Operations Initial Alarm Event

The value of the RemoteOperationsServerEventSeverity varbind determines which Remote Operations Alarming Event is generated. CA Spectrum logs the event. The event is used to generate the appropriate alarm. All varbind values in the Remote Operations Forwarding Event are copied to the new event.

Remote Operations Clearing Events

A Remote Operations Forwarding Event is mapped to the Remote Operations Clearing Event by the event rules if the value of the RemoteOperationsServerEventType varbind is equal to "alarm_cleared". This event clears any existing alarm on a model that has the same RemoteOperationsServerEventCode and RemoteOperationsServerEventSeverity values. All varbind values in the Remote Operations Forwarding Event are copied to the new event.

**Note:** When clearing events, the RemoteOperationsServerEventCode that is sent is not the actual event code that was generated in the Remote Operations Server. Rather, the code for the event that generated the original alarm is sent.

Remote Operations Message Events

A Remote Operations Forwarding Event is mapped to the Remote Operations Message Event by the event rules if the RemoteOperationsServerEventType varbind is equal to "message". This event is for informational purposes only and is not used to generate an alarm. However, this event is logged to CA Spectrum. All varbind values in the Remote Operations Forwarding Event are copied to the new event.

To create your own event and alarm types, modify the EventDisp file, which is located in <$SPECROOT>/SS/CsVendor/Spectrum_ROS.
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